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BUDDHAGHOSA ON ARAGHATTA 

In his Presidential Address (Medieval India Section) at the Indian 
History Congress (XXXI session, Varanasi), Prof. Irfan Habib observed 
that « the case for assigning the introduction of the Persian wheel in 
India to the period of the Turkish conquests and the centuries immedia- 
tely following (13th and 14th centuries) would seem unassailable! ». 

Earlier Indologists? had translated the term araghatta appearing 
in ancient texts and epigraphic records as Persian wheel, without taking 
the slightest notice of the implications of this usage. D. Sharma? and 
R. Nath* have confirmed that the term araghatta signified the Persian 
wheel of modern usage and have gone on to object to the persistence 
of the name Persian wheel in view of the earlier occurrence of the 

water-lifting device in India. 
J. Needham 5 has pointed out the difference between noria (wheel 

carrying pots or buckets fixed on its rim) and sagqiya (the Persian 
wheel) and has expressed his reservation about the propriety of using 
the expression Persian wheel for describing the devices mentioned in 
ancient Indian sources. The main contribution of Irfan Habib is that 
through his: Presidential Address he has given wide publicity to the need 
for a caution in the context of Indian study. He has emphasised the 
distinction between noria and Persian wheel in interpreting the term 
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araghatta and its derivatives. He points out that « one of the principal 
differences between the noria and the Persian wheel; as far as practical 
results are concerned, is that the noria can operate on an open surface 
(stream or reservoir), whereas the Persian wheel can also raise water 
from deep wells », and that in the case of the noria the wheel carries 
pots or buckets fixed on its rim, but in the Persian wheel, tie chen 

In interpreting the nature of the araghattaghatiyantra Irfan Habib 
relies on its description in the Samantapdsadika of Buddhaghosa, a 
commentary on the Vinayapitaka. According to him, it « decisively sup- 
ports the view that the device was originally the noria and not the. 
Persian wheel »; the passage says that «it is a contrivance consisting 
of a cartwheel, to whose various spokes (are are) earthen pitchers are 
tied that lift water when the wheel is rotated by one or two men». 

Prof. Habib makes all these observations about araghattaghatiyantra 
on the basis of the information appearing in A Critical Pali Dictionary *. 
In view of the importance attaching to thé description of the yantra 
we may analyse the original sources. For a proper evaluation of the Pali 
evidence we are presenting the information as derived from different 
sources in its correct historical sequence. 

The starting point for the information about the water-lifting device 
is a passage in the Cullavagga’, which forms part of the Vinayapitaka. 
The passage records the permission given to the monks by the Buddha 
to use three water-lifting devices: tulam, karakatakam and cakkavat- 
takam. When the monks submitted that in drawing water many earthen 
pitchers are broken, the Buddha permitted them to use vessels of iron, 
wood and leather. 

The Samantapdsddika, a commentary on the Vinayapitaka written 
by Buddhaghosa in the fifth century A.D., adds some useful informa- 
tion’. Tula is the pulley like the balance of a merchant for lifting 
water®. Karakataka is the device for drawing water by hand or by 
yoking bulls and with the help of long straps or ropes. Cakkavattaka is 
the arahattaghatiyantra. Cammakhanda is a leather vessel attached to 
a tula or a karakataka. 

ee Begun by V. Trenckner and revised by D. Andersen, I (Copenhagen, 1924-48), 
p. : 

7. (Nalanda edn.) p. 212, line 1: learn bhikkhave tulam karakatakam 
cakkavattakam’ ti. Bhajand bahii bhijjanti... 'Anujandmi, bhikkhave tayo vé- 
rake lohavdrakam ddadruvdrakam peste 5 ie te ti. 

8. (Nalanda edn.), vol. III, p. 1290, line 7: Tulam ti panikanam viva udaka- 
ubbadhanakamatulam. Karakatako vuccati gone va yojetva gahetva dighavaratddihi 
akaddhanayantam. Cakkavattakam ti. Arhattaghayiyantam. Cammakhandam nama 
tuldya va karakatake va yojetabbakam cammabhajanam. 

9. It is popularly known as dhekuli and probably operates like the weighing 
balance. It operates with the help of a weight or big stone placed at one end of a 
pole with a vessel or water bag attached to the other end. 

--makes~it-possible-to-raise-water-from~some—depts 
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Here the most significant piece of information supplied by Buddha- 

ghosa is the name araghattaghatiyantra, We can explain the appearance 

of the name in one of the three ways: (a) It existed earlier, but the 

Buddha gave only one of the names of this water-drawing device, 

(b) The name was coined later, sometime between the compilation of 

the Cullavagga and the writing of the Samantapasadika, (c) The araghat- 

taghatiyantra was similar in nature to the cakkavattaka, but not iden- 

tical with it, and Buddhaghosa mentioned it because it was more 

popular in his times. 

We have no means to support our preference for any one of these 

explanations. On the basis of the reference in the Samantapadsadika we 

can be sure only about the introduction of the araghattaghattyantra 

before the times of Buddhaghosa in the fifth century A.D. When we 

compare the references in the Cullavagga and the Samantapasadika, we 

notice that, whereas the Cullavagga indicates that the device contained 

a wheel, the Samantapdsddika emphasises the role of pitchers in it. 

The use of the word yantra shows that Buddhaghosa considered it to 

be a complicated mechanical device when compared with the other two, 

namely tula and karakataka. Further, we may note that. Buddhaghosa 

associates cammakhanda with tula and karakataka, but not with cakka- 

vattaka or araghattaghatiyantra. From this we can infer that leather 

vessels were not used in the araghattaghatiyantra and that the ghatis 

were made of iron, wood or clay. 

The description of the device , which Prof. Habib reproduces, alle- 

gedly on the basis of the Samantapdsadika, does not appear in the 

Samantapdsadikd. Actually, it occurs in the Vaijrabuddhi-tika™ which is 

a commentary on the Samantapasadika composed by the Theravadin 

monk Vajirabuddhi who belonged to the close of the twelfth century. 

There are actually three commentaries on the Samantapasadika, namely, 

the Sadratthadipani, Vimativinodani or Vimativicchedant-Tika and Vajira- 

buddhi Tika or Vinayaganthi. They were all written during the reign of 

King Parakramabahu (A.D. 1153 to 1186) of Sri Lanka. His reign is an 

important landmark in the history of the Pali literature. A Buddhist 

Council was convened by the renowned Ceylonese monk Mahakassapa, 

who was a great authority on the Vinayapitaka, The three commen- 

taries on the Samantapdsddika, which started the fashion for commen- 

taries on the Atthakathds, came into existence. We, however, do not 

have much information about the authors of the three commentaries ”. 

Sariputta, the author of the Saratthadipani, and Mahavajirabuddhi, the 

10. The original reads: Arahataghatiyantam sakatacakkasanthadnayantam, tassa 

are are ghatikani bandhitva ekena dvihi va paribhamiyamdanassa udaka-nibbadhanan 

veditabbam. 
Pa C. S. Upasak, Dictionary of Early Buddhist Monastic Terms (Varanasi, 1977), 

p. 85. 
12. B.S. Upapuyay, Pali Sahitya Ka Itihdsa (Allahabad, 1972); R. SANKRITYAYANA, 

Pali Sahitya Ka Itihdsa (ist edn.), p. 268. 
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author of the Vajirabuddhi Tika, belonged to Sri Lanka. Kassapa Coliya, 
the author of the Vimativinodani, lived in the Naganana vihadra in the 
capital city of the Colas. 

There is no significant difference in the information supplied by 
the three commentaries. We find only minor variations in the form of 
one or two words being added or dropped here and there. It has to 

~~ beappreciated that one description need not hold good for all periods 
and all regions. The geographical peculiarities can cause significant 
variations. For instance, the level at which water is available in a par- 
ticular region will be an important consideration for the choice of the 
type of water-lifting device. Likewise, the possibility of some impro- 
vement or change in the device during the long period involved cannot 
be ruled out. In the case of the three commentaries on the Samanta- 
pasddika it is not unlikely that their authors, who were monks asso- 
ciated with Sri Lanka and the Cola Kingdom, did not have a chance 
to be acquainted with the water-lifting device of the type of araghatta, 
resembling a Persian wheel, and hence explained it, on the basis of their 
own knowledge, in terms of a ghatiyantra resembling a noria. 

Thus, Buddhaghosa gives us one of the earliest references to ara- 
ghatta. Some other sources * imply a device which may have been the 
araghatta itself, but the term does not occur in any of these ®, Two 
other significant early sources recording the name araghatta are the 
Paficatantra and the Gdathdsaptasati. The original Paficatantra attri- 
buted to Visnugarman, possibly belonging to the early centuries of the 
Christian era, is not available. The Paficakhyanaka of Pirnabhadra, a 
derivative version of the Paficatantra which has a reference to araghatta 
in a well as an essential part of the story of the frog Gangadatta %, was 
written in the closing years of the twelfth century. This story, however, 
does not occur in the Tantrakhyayikd, the earliest available version of 
the Paficatantra cycle of stories and written about A.D. 300. But another 
story in the same text relates to a person who used to operate the 

‘13. The passages have been quoted from the Burmese edition brought out by 
the Ghattasangiti Prakashan, Rangoon. Prof. C.S. Upasak of Nalanda has kindly 
sent the extracts to me. Sdratthadipani Tikd, III, 388: Arahataghatiyantam nama 
sakatacakkasanthanam are are bandhitva ekena dvihi va paribbhamiyamdadnam 
yantamn; Vimativinodani Tika, II, 233: Arahataghatiyantam cakkasanthanam ane- 
kdram are are ghatikani bandhitvad ekena dvihi va paribbhamiyamdnayantam; Vajira- 
buddhi Tika, 524, is quoted above f.n. 10. 

14. Mrechakatika, X, 59; Kuvalayananda (Nirnaya Sagara Press edn. 1955), p. 25; 
Amarakosa, II, 20, 27; Kadambari (Ed. M.R. Kale), p. 322: Kuvalayavalirajjubhir- 
grathyamandani patraputaghatiyantrakdni; Harsacarita (N.S.P., 1925), p. 254: Sarisa- 
rantyo naktam divam draghiyasyo janmajaraémaranaghafanaghatiyantrarajirajjavah; 
Mandasor inscription of Yasodharman (A.D. 532), v. 27 (leet, Corpus Inscriptionum 
Indicarum, III, pp. 150 f£.). 

15. Araghatta in early Indian texts, in « Dr. L. Sternbach Felicitation Volume >, 
being published by Akhila Bharatiya Sanskrit Parishad, Lucknow. 

16. The Paficatantra (Paficikhyanaka of Piirnabhadra). Ed. Hertel (Harvard 
Oriental Series, XI, 1908), Book IV, Tale I, pp. 231-44. 
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araghatta (araghattavahah purusah)". This second story occurs only 

in one manuscript and hence has not been accepted by the editor as 

belonging to the original form of the text of Tantrakhyayika. The verse 

in the Gathdsaptasati employs a simile based on the pitchers in the 

rahatta (rahattaghadiya) 8. The author of this text is generally identified 

with king Hala of the Satavahana dynasty, and is thus to be placed in 

the first century. 
We may conclude that the Samantapasddika is one of the earliest 

texts to use the name arahdatta. It leaves no doubt about its being a 

complicated device (yantra) for drawing water. The ghatis used in it 

were possibly made of metal or wood, but not of leather. Whether it 

resembled a noria or a Persian wheel proper is not indicated in the 

Samantapasadikd. We would not like to impose on the terms, as used 

in Buddhaghosa’s time, a meaning which we have derived from other 

sources of the ancient period, because we are conscious of the possi- 

bility that, as in modern times in the Arabic and English usage, the 

same term could have been losely applied to any one of the many 

similar but slightly differing devices for water-lifting. 

17. Ed. J. Hertel (HOS, XIV), Book IV, Tale 3, pp. 142-43. 
18. V. 90. 


